M12 software update V 2.58 is a maintenance release that includes the following changes:

- Analog-to-digital sample rate up to 192 kHz is now available for all analog sources.
- Software is updated to support the optional MDC HDM-2.
- With optional MDC HDM-2 installed, audio of HDMI source is pass-through to connected TV speaker if Source is changed from a HDMI source to non-HDMI source.

New Feature

- “Network Standby” mode feature is added under menu item “Control Setup”.

Software Package

M12 V2.58 software package includes the following software version details:

- Main : v2.58
- LCD : v1.10
- Audio : v1.22
- HDMI2.0 : v1.15 (*applies when optional MDC HDM-2 is installed*)